
CRYPTOCHAPLINS



Year 2888. 
 

Planet Earth, what used to be a heavenly peaceful
and abundant place, has been under the reign of
Evilia Galaxy for centuries now. Evilia has turned
Earth into a miserable and underprivileged globe.
Humans, once joyful and carefree beings, need 
to survive their daily struggles with the foreign
conquerors subconsciously leading them astray 

to the dark side... 
 

Evilia Galaxy is made of planets ruled by evil kings,
queens and other powerholders. They are obsessed
with Planet Earth, it's natural beauty, richness of

resources and genuineness of the humankind.
Hence, Evilia raids Earth frequently to deplenish
it's land and impover the humans. Evilians also
invade human's minds and alter their emotions

with poisonous negativity. Humans are too
sensitive to remain unaffected by their contagious

hatred...
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

On the other side of the Cosmic Sphere swirls
Planet Chaplinton. A faraway, almost secluded

purple satellite is everything any species could only
dream of - the source of ultimate happiness, pure

love and infinite abundance. 
 

Cryptochaplins, inhabitants of Chaplinton, strive
only on good energy and positive emotions. They
do not know what is hatred or jealousy and their

minds don't get affected by any negative influence.
Instead, they have managed to create an almost

idyllic state of mind, where everyone is self-
sufficient and cravings of the ego do not exist.

 
Kiera is one of  the Cryptochaplins. She is 

a goregous young lady, a superheroine with special
powers, who loves her creative and active lifestyle
as she travels aroud the Cosmos and develops her

artistic projects. At the same time, she has no mercy
for Evilia Galaxy rulers and she comes in to rescue
Planet Earth and Humankind. She lifts up people,
supporting them in their daily sadness and life-

battles against brutality of the aggressors... 
 
 
 



Evilians posses and corrupt
humans, and instead of Earth

being a sister planet to
Chaplinton, the blue planet 

 seems to have lost the battle. 
I am not for fighting, however
Earth will remain under the
reign of dark powers unless 

I step in. 
 

 I will do everything in my
power to change the fate of
Planet Earth and help bring
Harmony to the Universe. 

K IERA  THE  HERO 



WHAT ARE CRYPTOCHAPLINS?
 

Cryptochaplins NFTs are 888 unique collectible cards
created by Kiera Chaplin with the aim of supporting

honourable causes close to her heart. 
 

The NFTs are created in partnership with various
non-profit organisations and brands, which already

support or wish to proactively get engaged in
spreading awareness about and taking a proactive

stance against burning ecological and social issues. 
 

Each partnership brings to life a new set of 8 cards,
which are auctioned on Rarible marketplace. 

 
The NFT owners automatically become Members of

the Cryptochaplins Universe, which grants them
access to one-of-a-kind virtual experiences and other
benefits and offers coming from partnership brands
and organisations as well as updates from the non-

profit partners.
 

Purchasing the cards helps Kiera The Hero to  
save the future.

 
 



MISSION 1 - KIERA <3 NYC
 

5 NFTs dropped in an exclusive collaboration with
9/11 Day and EPIK Prime for 20th Anniversary of 
 9/11 WTC fall, including 2 snippets of Kiera The
Hero

Campaign: 9/11/2021-31/10/2021
Marketplace: EPIK Primce
Cause Supported: 9/11 National Service Day 
Foundation: www.911day.org

 

 
 
 



MISSION 2 - SAVVY KIERA 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Year 2888 is a doom's year for humankind on

Planet Earth.  It seems that Evilia Galaxy's rulers
have completely annexed the blue globe by now,
totally ravaging and corrupting it. Kiera has just

discovered that the last wise man has passed away
without sharing his wisdom on how to write, read

or calculate. The situation is dramatic and
irrevocable. People have no basic knowledge and

tools to communicate and they are totally
dependant on Evilia. 

 
Kiera The Hero decides she needs to go back in

time to reverse what is irreversible and bring back
Hope to Planet Earth. The only way she can do it is
through sacrificing one of her superpower Energy 

 Spheres which can take her hundreds of years
back in time. With the help of other members of

Chaplinton's community, she conjures and
sacrifices the sphere which turns her into a

student. As she comes out of the ritual, totally
changed as Savvy Kiera, she is ready to depart on

her Mission to support children's education in
West Africa... 

 
 
 



MISSION 2 - SAVVY KIERA 

8 NFT cards drop in an exclusive collaboration 
with "Desert Flower Foundation", foundation 
 created by Waris Dirie. The cards depict Kiera The
Hero as a knowledge-hungry student taking
various classes such as chemistry, sports, maths to
name just a few.

Campaign launch: 22 November 2021 
Marketplace: Rarible 
Cause Supported: Children Education in Africa
Partner Foundation: Desert Flower Foundation
www.desertflowerfoundation.org

 

 
 
 



MISSION 3 - FAIRY KIERA



 
Year 2888 is a doom's year for humankind on

Planet Earth.  It seems that Evilia Galaxy's rulers
have completely annexed the blue globe by now,
totally ravaging and corrupting it. Kiera has just

discovered that the last tree has fallen in the
Rainforest on Earth and people have no more

Oxygen to breathe... There is no more wildlife, the
world is full of darkness and dirt. The situation is

dramatic and irrevocable..
 

Kiera The Hero decides she needs to go back in
time to reverse what is irreversible and bring back
Hope to Planet Earth. The only way she can do it is
through sacrificing one of her superpower Energy 

 Spheres which can take her hundreds of years
back in time. With the help of other members of

Chaplinton's community, she conjures and
sacrifices the sphere which turns her into a forest

fairy. As she comes out of the ritual, totally
changed as Fairy Kiera, she is ready to depart on

her Mission to change the past and save the
Rainforests on Planet Earth...

 
 
 



MISSION 3 - FAIRY KIERA

8 unique NFT cards presenting Kiera The Hero as
a Forest Fairy surrounded by the abundance of
rainforest's flora and fauna. The cards are created
with the goal to raise the awareness of the
deforestation issue and challenges around
maintaining well-balanced wildlife in the
Rainforests, and to support fundraising of the non-
profit partnership foundation. 

Campaign launch: January 2022
Marketplace: Rarible



CONTACT
 

Kiera Chaplin
info@chaplinawards.com

 
Digitfully

nft@digitfully.com
 

www.cryptochaplins.io


